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ederal Trade Commission again delays
mplementation of ”Red Flag” rule

n Wednesday, July 29, 2009, the Federal Trade Commis-
ion announced yet another delay in the implementation of
he “Red Flag” rule to protect patient identity theft in med-
cal billing. This is the third delay in implementation for this
ule, which is considered a moderate victory for physicians.

lumenthal addresses Congressional Health
are Caucus
avid Blumenthal, MD, National Coordinator for Health

nformation Technology spoke before the Congressional
ealth Care Caucus earlier this year. He reviewed the pro-
isions of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
elating to HIT and meaningful use.

He said the term meaningful use is very important be-
ause it shows the intent of Congress. The goal is to use HIT
o improve patient care. He predicted that the electronic
ealth record will become a core part of a medical practice
ust like the stethoscope and examining table. Three ele-
ents to meaningful use are electronic prescribing, ex-

hange of health information, and reporting of quality data.
lumenthal said the meaningful use standards will change,
ith the least challenging standards occurring in the beginning

nd the more challenging standards occurring over time.
Blumenthal also said physicians who are thinking of

nvesting in HIT now should be careful because not all
ystems will be capable of supporting all of the require-
ents. He suggested for the time being that physicians

ould use the meaningful use recommendations as a guide
ith the HIT vendors.
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roposed rule

hysician Quality Reporting Initiative

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
roposes to continue implementing quality improvement
nitiatives for physicians through the Physician Quality Re-
orting Initiative (PQRI). Among the proposals, CMS will
mplement provisions of Medicare Improvements for Pa-
ients and Providers Act (MIPPA) that would enable group
ractices to qualify for a 2010 incentive payment based on
determination at the group practice level rather than at the

ndividual level. CMS also is looking to limit the use of
laims-based reporting in the future. The agency proposes to
egin accepting quality data through electronic health
ecords in 2010.

-Prescribing

MIPPA authorized the e-prescribing incentive program.
o be eligible for the program, the e-prescribing quality
easure must apply to at least 10% of the professional’s

otal Part B allowed charges. CMS will report publicly the
ames of eligible professionals who are successful e-pre-
cribers. The Recovery Act specifies that a professional is
ot eligible to receive the incentive if an incentive payment
s earned under the HIT program under the Recovery Act.

CMS proposes three reporting mechanisms for eligible
rofessionals: (1) retain claims-based reporting used in
009, (2) implement a registry-based reporting mechanism,
nd (3) implement an E HR-based reporting mechanism.

Only registries that qualify to submit PQRI measures can
ubmit e-prescribing measures. Registries need to indicate a
esire to qualify to submit measures on e-prescribing at the

ime they submit a self-nominating letter for the 2010 PQRI.

rved.
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89Oliva Washington, D.C. Update
CMS proposes to expand the scope of the denominator
odes to Skilled Nursing Facilities and Home Care (99304-
9310, 99315, 99316, 99341-99345, 99347-99350 and
0862).

CMS proposes to modify G8443 to indicate that at least
ne prescription in connection with the visit billed was
lectronically prescribed. CMS also proposes to eliminate
he two remaining G codes (G8445 and G8446). CMS
elieves this will simplify reporting. E-prescribing quality
easure would not apply unless an eligible professional

urnishes services indicated by one of the codes included in
he measure denominator.

For 2009, e-prescribers had to report the G-codes at least
0% of the time to be considered successful. CMS proposes
o revise the criteria to establish a minimum threshold that
he measure was reported at least 25 times during the re-
orting period. CMS wants comments related to: (1) the
roposal to change the criteria for determining whether an
ligible professional is a successful e-prescriber from re-
uiring reporting of the electronic prescribing measure in
0% of the cases to a count of the number of times the
rofessional electronically prescribed, and (2) the proposed
hreshold number of 25 times in which an eligible profes-
ional would be required to report that he or she electroni-
ally prescribed during the reporting period.

Group practices with 200 or more professionals can
articipate in the e-prescribing program, but participation is
imited to those who participate in PQRI. Group practices
ould be required to participate in both programs.

edPAC releases June 2009 Report

he Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC)
eleased its June report and it contained no specific recom-
endations. The report maintains that Medicare must

hange the way it pays health care providers to achieve
etter care coordination and efficiency because current
pending and use trends are not fiscally sustainable.

In the June report, MedPAC examined graduate medical
ducation, Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs), physi-
ian resource use measurement, follow-on biologics (FOB),
hysician self-referral in imaging services, benefit design in
raditional Medicare, Medicare Advantage payments, and
hronic care management.

raduate Medical Education

The commission found that formal curricula are not
ell-aligned with the objectives of delivery system reform.

n addition, the commission noted the importance of resi-
ency experience in nonhospital and community-based set-
ings because most medical conditions that physician prac-
ices confront should be managed in nonhospital settings.
urrent financial incentives and Medicare regulations pri-

arily confine residents to training within the hospital. i
COs

MedPAC studied how ACOs have the potential to pro-
ote care coordination, increase quality, and lower cost

rowth. If an ACO achieves quality and cost targets, mem-
ers could receive a bonus, and if it fails to meet the targets,
embers could face lower Medicare payments. MedPAC

ooks at two models: (1) providers volunteer to form an
CO, and (2) mandatory participation.

hysician resource use

The report includes policy principles to guide Medicare’s
esource use program such as ensuring that physicians are
ble to actively modify their behavior on the basis of feed-
ack provided, risk adjusting clinical data to ensure fair
omparisons among physicians, obtain feedback from the
hysician community, and adopt a method that is transpar-
nt to all physicians.

maging services

MedPAC found that self-referral episodes had a higher
se of imaging services than nonself-referral episodes. Ac-
ording to MedPAC, use and spending on imaging have
rown without a clear link to higher quality.

OBs

According to MedPAC, establishing a process to approve
OBs is necessary to promote price competition and has
pending implications for Medicare. The FDA would have
urisdiction over the approval of FOBs. MedPAC also notes
hat Medicare as a large payer of biologics has a strong
ncentive to ensure that it receives value for the money it
pends on these products.

edicare benefit design

Cost sharing may be used as a tool to complement
arious policy goals such as improving financial protection
or Medicare beneficiaries and distributing cost-sharing li-
bility more equitably among individuals with differing
evels of health care costs, encouraging use of high-value
ervices and discouraging use of low-value ones, and rein-
orcing payment system reforms that seek better value for
ealth care expenditures.

edicare Advantage payment

MedPAC analyzes four options for setting Medicare Ad-
antage payment benchmarks administratively and also dis-
usses an approach to setting benchmarks through compet-

tive bidding.
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hronic Care demonstration programs

The Commission reviewed results of CMS demonstra-
ions and found some modest gains in quality, but no real
ost savings (and some increases in spending). MedPAC

lso found that funding levels for Medicare research activ- d
ties are low relative to the overall size of the program. CMS
ften has constraints on redirecting research funding as
rogram needs and priorities shift, and administrative pro-
ess requirements are time-consuming.

CMS’s estimate for the 2010 physician update is a re-

uction of 21.5%.


